In this paper S will denote a connected, locally connected, locally peripherally connected, unicoherent metric space and P a space such that SX T is completely normal. The following lemma, proved by Stallings [2, p. 255] , is used in the proof of Theorem 1. it follows that A(~\FiQ*)^0.
Since FiQ*)C\A 7*0, then FiQ*) either contains a point of 77 or a point of K. Suppose there is a point h in FiQ*)C\H. Then there is an open set E containing h but not q such that F(£) is connected and g(F(£)) C U. Since h is a limit point of Q*, E must intersect some set D belonging to the collection Q. Now E(£D since h is in E -D and D(\_E since q is in D -E. Thus E and D both have points interior and exterior to one another and F(7?) and F(72) being connected implies FiD)r\FiE)^0.
But this contradicts the fact that g(F(D)) CV, g(F(£)) C U and UT\F=0. Hence FiQ*)C\H=0 and therefore FiQ*)C\K^0.
Let fc be a point of FiQ*)(~~\K. Now fe is not a point of FiW) since g(F(l4v)) C C^ and gik) is in V. Thus k is in I47 and there is an open connected set Wi containing k and contained in W such that FiW/) is connected, cl(PFi) QW and giFiWi)) C F. Since k is a limit point of Q* there is a set W2 in the collection Q such that WiC\W2?±0. Therefore W3 possesses all the requirements to belong to Q, but W3 is not in Q since k is in (W3T\F(Q*) ). Therefore the assumption that g(A) is not connected leads to a contradiction.
Hence / is a connectivity map.
Stallings' theorem, [2, p. 253] , and Theorem 1 imply, in particular, that on an «-cell, «^2, into itself there is no distinction among local connectivity maps, connectivity maps, and peripherally continuous transformations.
Thus Therefore / is a connectivity map.
